Elledueò: a learning environment for Italian as a second language
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Abstract
In this paper we will first discuss about Elledueò, the social network for Italian as a second language and its usage in teaching and learning practice. We will focus our interest on the informal approach in the study of the Italian language, in comparison with the formal approach of structured online language courses; these are the two main parts of the three-year-long April project. April stands for “Ambiente personalizzato di rete per l'insegnamento linguistico”, meaning a personalized networked environment for language e-learning and teaching. The April project develops in three interconnected main research topics: the social aspects of web 2.0, natural language process (NLP) studies and tools, and research on conjugating formal and informal learning approaches. Learning a language involves all three of these aspects which we aim to integrate in a unique online learning environment in order to simulate a virtual native-speaker-like learning environment. In the second part of the paper we will then briefly analyse and discuss analogies between 2.0 dynamics and SLA, in a broader theoretical approach encompassing open dynamics as a starting point for considerations for future developments of CALL and in particular of the April project.
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